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The Japanese aviation market is well set on the path to post-pandemic recovery, with JAL and ANA’s renewed 
emphasis on cost control and cash burn potentially being converted into cash contribution in the near future. 
These two juggernauts of the aviation landscape in Japan have remodelled their businesses to better align 
with the post-pandemic business-leisure split, and continue their push to improve sustainability credentials. 
Operators in Japan have already started on the road to net zero by 2050; with next-generation aircraft deliveries 
continuing, JAL trialling domestically produced SAF on certain internal flights and ANA issuing sustainability-
linked bonds.

According to IATA, Japan’s GDP returned to a state of growth in Q2 2021, reversing multiple quarters of 
contraction. However, the well-publicised global supply chain disruption appears to have damaged what 
momentum the recovery may have had, with manufacturing PMIs drifting lower in October 2021. While this 
disruption may be beneficial for air freight rates and airline cargo divisions, it will not be enough to offset the 
loss of passenger demand. Domestic RPKs in Japan for September 2021 were around 65% lower than September 
2019, with load factors languishing at approximately 40%. 
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Japan Flight Volumes (October 2019 - October 2021)

Source: IBA InsightIQ

Flight data from InsightIQ shows clearly the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic and its ensuing travel 
restrictions. While domestic flights continued at typical levels through March, international traffic dropped 
off sharply in February as countries in the region enacted heightened entry restrictions. Domestic flights 
in October 2021 (the latest full month for which we have data) stood at 72% of January 2020 levels, while 
international flights stood at 28%.
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The Japanese aviation market is well set on the path to post-pandemic recovery, with JAL and ANA’s renewed emphasis on cost 
control and cash burn potentially being converted into cash contribution in the near future. These two juggernauts of the aviation 
landscape in Japan have remodelled their businesses to better align with the post-pandemic business-leisure split, and continue 
their push to improve sustainability credentials. Operators in Japan have already started on the road to net zero by 2050; with next-
generation aircraft deliveries continuing, JAL trialling domestically produced SAF on certain internal flights and ANA issuing 
sustainability-linked bonds. 

According to IATA, Japan’s GDP returned to a state of growth in Q2 2021, reversing multiple quarters of contraction. However, the 
well-publicised global supply chain disruption appears to have damaged what momentum the recovery may have had, with 
manufacturing PMIs drifting lower in October 2021. While this disruption may be beneficial for air freight rates and airline cargo 
divisions, it will not be enough to offset the loss of passenger demand. Domestic RPKs in Japan for September 2021 were around 
65% lower than September 2019, with load factors languishing at approximately 40%. 

Flight data from InsightIQ shows clearly the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic and its ensuing travel restrictions. While domestic 
flights continued at typical levels through March, international traffic dropped off sharply in February as countries in the region 
enacted heightened entry restrictions. Domestic flights in October 2021 (the latest full month for which we have data) stood at 72% 
of January 2020 levels, while international flights stood at 28%. 

 
Source: IBA InsightIQ 

 

Airline Review and Outlook 
ANA Holdings - Moving Forward with Caution 

The larger of Japan’s two key aviation juggernauts has been forced to revise its future earnings forecast downwards, with the strict 
border restrictions still present in a significant number of APAC jurisdictions continuing to limit international passenger volumes. 
Domestic travel limitations, with the State of Emergency in Tokyo present for much of 2021, have led to ANA deepening ties between 
its subsidiaries. One example was the greater effort to build codeshare agreements between ANA and Peach. Domestic load factors 
have remained in sub-50% territory for much of 2021, while international load factors remain below 25%. Global supply chain 
disruption has helped ANA generate valuable cargo revenue, with the group using passenger aircraft on ‘preighter’ services and the 
dedicated 767/777 freighter being deployed cargo services to Europe and North America, tapping in to inflated air freight and ACMI 
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Airline review and outlook
ANA Holdings – Moving forward with caution 

The larger of Japan’s two key aviation juggernauts has been forced to revise its future earnings forecast 
downwards, with the strict border restrictions still present in a significant number of APAC jurisdictions 
continuing to limit international passenger volumes. Domestic travel limitations, with the State of Emergency in 
Tokyo present for much of 2021, have led to ANA deepening ties between its subsidiaries. One example was the 
greater effort to build codeshare agreements between ANA and Peach. Domestic load factors have remained 
in sub-50% territory for much of 2021, while international load factors remain below 25%. Global supply 
chain disruption has helped ANA generate valuable cargo revenue, with the group using passenger aircraft on 
‘preighter’ services and the dedicated 767/777 freighter being deployed cargo services to Europe and North 
America, tapping in to inflated air freight and ACMI rates. Future uncertainty has prompted the downward 
revision to projected FY 21/22 earnings, from a USD 246mln profit to USD 1.1bln loss. The group also  
announced a headcount reduction over the next five years of 9,000 people, representing around 25%  
of the workforce.

Japan Airlines – Weaker margins than ANA 

Examining quarterly revenue and net margin trends since the start of the pandemic, we can see that Japan 
Airlines has typically incurred a net margin around 14% weaker than ANA Holdings. The dynamic of Japan 
Airlines’ business during the pandemic has been similar to that of ANA (limited international operations, 
stop-start domestic services and strong cargo demand). The disruption to ocean shipping and lack of global 
belly hold capacity initially opened a gap for JAL to use ‘preighter’ aircraft in servicing Japan’s key exports, 
specifically cars and electric components. The group expects cash burn to turn neutral in the final calendar 
quarter of the year, prior to turning positive during the initial months of 2022. It is important to note that 
this positive projection is reliant on demand picking up to 92% of 2019 levels for domestic services and 23% 
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Quarterly Revenue (JPY, bln) Quarterly Net Margin

Source: Company reports. Note: calendar quarter.

Consolidation and new entrants in the Japanese markets 
Sentiment in Japan appears to indicate that business travel is unlikely to fully recover to pre-pandemic levels, 
thus ANA and JAL are placing an increased emphasis on LCC operations to better capture VFR and leisure 
demand. JAL upped its equity participation in Chinese carrier Spring Airlines’ Japanese unit from 5% to 66%, 
thereby absorbing Spring Airlines Japan into the JAL group structure in mid-2021. The plan appears to be to 
develop Tokyo Narita as the key base for JAL’s LCC operations, with Jetstar Japan and recent start-up Zipair 
Tokyo all based at the airport to the east of the Japanese capital. The consolidation of Spring Airlines Japan into 
the group is also part of a wider move to boost the group’s presence in China.

The Development Bank of Japan (DBJ) played a key role in the merger agreement between Air Do and Solaseed 
Air announced in June 2021. While based at opposing ends of the country, there are clear synergies when it 
comes to the future fleet, as both carriers are primarily Boeing 737NG operators. Solaseed Air employs a fleet 
of 14 leased 737-800s (mostly from Japanese lessors), while Air Do (formerly Hokkaido International) operates 
a mixture of 737-700s and 767-300/-300ERs drawn largely from shareholder ANA Holdings (also a shareholder 
in Solaseed). Air Do has recently issued equity to shore up its balance sheet in anticipation of an uptick in 
market demand through to the slated merger completion date of October 2022.

Perhaps the most notable new entrant in the Japanese market in recent years is new low-cost carrier Zipair 
Tokyo, a subsidiary of Japan Airlines. Zipair employs two ex-Japan Airlines 787-8s with 290 seats onboard 
(C18 Y272) on short to medium haul intra-APAC routes such as Tokyo-Bangkok and Tokyo-Seoul, according to 
InsightIQ. The carrier is looking to use the 787-8s range to reach the U.S. west coast and Honolulu, alongside 
tapping in to the current high cargo demand environment by flying to Taipei and transporting semi-conductors.

continues overleaf
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rates. Future uncertainty has prompted the downward revision to projected FY 21/22 earnings, from a USD 246mln profit to USD 
1.1bln loss. The group also announced a headcount reduction over the next five years of 9,000 people, representing around 25% of 
the workforce. 

Japan Airlines – Weaker Margins Than ANA 

Examining quarterly revenue and net margin trends since the start of the pandemic, we can see that Japan Airlines has typically 
incurred a net margin around 14% weaker than ANA Holdings. The dynamic of Japan Airlines’ business during the pandemic has 
been similar to that of ANA (limited international operations, stop-start domestic services and strong cargo demand). The disruption 
to ocean shipping and lack of global belly hold capacity initially opened a gap for JAL to use ‘preighter’ aircraft in servicing Japan’s 
key exports, specifically cars and electric components. The group expects cash burn to turn neutral in the final calendar quarter of 
the year, prior to turning positive during the initial months of 2022. It is important to note that this positive projection is reliant on 
demand picking up to 92% of 2019 levels for domestic services and 23% for international services. Like ANA, JAL is looking to a 
smaller future in terms of headcount, with an ongoing hiring freeze and the expectation that employees leaving the business will 
scale Japan Airlines down by around 2,500 by the end of the financial year in March 2022. 

  

Source: company reports, Note: calendar quarter  

Consolidation and New Entrants in the Japanese Markets 

Sentiment in Japan appears to indicate that business travel is unlikely to fully recover to pre-pandemic levels, thus ANA and JAL are 
placing an increased emphasis on LCC operations to better capture VFR and leisure demand. JAL upped its equity participation in 
Chinese carrier Spring Airlines’ Japanese unit from 5% to 66%, thereby absorbing Spring Airlines Japan into the JAL group structure 
in mid-2021. The plan appears to be to develop Tokyo Narita as the key base for JAL’s LCC operations, with Jetstar Japan and recent 
start-up Zipair Tokyo all based at the airport to the east of the Japanese capital. The consolidation of Spring Airlines Japan into the 
group is also part of a wider move to boost the group’s presence in China. 

The Development Bank of Japan (DBJ) played a key role in the merger agreement between Air Do and Solaseed Air announced in 
June 2021. While based at opposing ends of the country, there are clear synergies when it comes to the future fleet, as both carriers 
are primarily Boeing 737NG operators. Solaseed Air employs a fleet of 14 leased 737-800s (mostly from Japanese lessors), while Air 
Do (formerly Hokkaido International) operates a mixture of 737-700s and 767-300/-300ERs drawn largely from shareholder ANA 
Holdings (also a shareholder in Solaseed). Air Do has recently issued equity to shore up its balance sheet in anticipation of an uptick 
in market demand through to the slated merger completion date of October 2022. 

Perhaps the most notable new entrant in the Japanese market in recent years is new low-cost carrier Zipair Tokyo, a subsidiary of 
Japan Airlines. Zipair employs two ex-Japan Airlines 787-8s with 290 seats onboard (C18 Y272) on short to medium haul intra-APAC 
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rates. Future uncertainty has prompted the downward revision to projected FY 21/22 earnings, from a USD 246mln profit to USD 
1.1bln loss. The group also announced a headcount reduction over the next five years of 9,000 people, representing around 25% of 
the workforce. 

Japan Airlines – Weaker Margins Than ANA 

Examining quarterly revenue and net margin trends since the start of the pandemic, we can see that Japan Airlines has typically 
incurred a net margin around 14% weaker than ANA Holdings. The dynamic of Japan Airlines’ business during the pandemic has 
been similar to that of ANA (limited international operations, stop-start domestic services and strong cargo demand). The disruption 
to ocean shipping and lack of global belly hold capacity initially opened a gap for JAL to use ‘preighter’ aircraft in servicing Japan’s 
key exports, specifically cars and electric components. The group expects cash burn to turn neutral in the final calendar quarter of 
the year, prior to turning positive during the initial months of 2022. It is important to note that this positive projection is reliant on 
demand picking up to 92% of 2019 levels for domestic services and 23% for international services. Like ANA, JAL is looking to a 
smaller future in terms of headcount, with an ongoing hiring freeze and the expectation that employees leaving the business will 
scale Japan Airlines down by around 2,500 by the end of the financial year in March 2022. 

  

Source: company reports, Note: calendar quarter  

Consolidation and New Entrants in the Japanese Markets 

Sentiment in Japan appears to indicate that business travel is unlikely to fully recover to pre-pandemic levels, thus ANA and JAL are 
placing an increased emphasis on LCC operations to better capture VFR and leisure demand. JAL upped its equity participation in 
Chinese carrier Spring Airlines’ Japanese unit from 5% to 66%, thereby absorbing Spring Airlines Japan into the JAL group structure 
in mid-2021. The plan appears to be to develop Tokyo Narita as the key base for JAL’s LCC operations, with Jetstar Japan and recent 
start-up Zipair Tokyo all based at the airport to the east of the Japanese capital. The consolidation of Spring Airlines Japan into the 
group is also part of a wider move to boost the group’s presence in China. 

The Development Bank of Japan (DBJ) played a key role in the merger agreement between Air Do and Solaseed Air announced in 
June 2021. While based at opposing ends of the country, there are clear synergies when it comes to the future fleet, as both carriers 
are primarily Boeing 737NG operators. Solaseed Air employs a fleet of 14 leased 737-800s (mostly from Japanese lessors), while Air 
Do (formerly Hokkaido International) operates a mixture of 737-700s and 767-300/-300ERs drawn largely from shareholder ANA 
Holdings (also a shareholder in Solaseed). Air Do has recently issued equity to shore up its balance sheet in anticipation of an uptick 
in market demand through to the slated merger completion date of October 2022. 

Perhaps the most notable new entrant in the Japanese market in recent years is new low-cost carrier Zipair Tokyo, a subsidiary of 
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for international services. Like ANA, JAL is looking to a smaller future in terms of headcount, with an ongoing 
hiring freeze and the expectation that employees leaving the business will scale Japan Airlines down by around 
2,500 by the end of the financial year in March 2022.

Group/Affiliation Airline Aircraft
1 ANA All Nippon Airways 213
2 JAL Japan Airlines 175
3 ANA Peach 36
4 JAL J-Air 32
5 ANA Skymark Airlines 29
6 ANA ANA Wings 25
7 JAL Jetstar Japan 20
8 - Fuji Dream Airlines 16
9 ANA Solaseed Air 14
10 JAL Japan Transocean Air 13

Source: IBA InsightIQ
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Leased assets – owned by Japanese entities

continues overleaf

Putting Japan’s operators into the IBA Operator Score Index
IBA will soon be updating its subscription-based Operator Score Index, the product predominantly designed for 
use as a comparative reference against airline credit risk. IBA’s scores for more than 120 airlines are available 
and further clarity is accessible through our Operator Risk Assessments (ORA) which investigate airlines’ 
financial and operational situations more thoroughly and offer a comprehensive overview and opinion.

The IBA Score percentage is a single coefficient based out of a possible 100%. We develop it through 
quantitative analysis of various financial and operational metrics, each of which we give a weighting. Our 
ranking system places the operators into 10 tiers based on their IBA Score. A suffix added to the quantitative 
score represents our view of the respective operators’ lease management practices.

The table below highlights the IBA Score coefficients for five Japanese airlines that we covered in our rating 
universe, plus two non-Japanese carriers that adopt the same financial year (April-March) for comparative 
purposes. We expect ratings driven by the current fiscal year (21/22) to remain largely stable, with the greatest 
impact on ratings due to the pandemic, which is likely behind us. Recent years have seen ratings downgrades, 
with the initial impact of the pandemic in late 2019/early 2020 on travel demand clearly visible in our FY 19/20 
ratings. This is not exclusive to Japan, as the rating coefficients for IndiGo and SIA both faced initial drops in  
FY 19/20.

Asset analysis
IBA will soon be updating its subscription-based Operator Score Index, the product predominantly designed for 
use as a comparative reference against airline credit risk. IBA’s scores for more than 120 airlines are available 
and further clarity is accessible through our Operator Risk Assessments (ORA) which investigate airlines’ 
financial and operational situations more thoroughly and offer a comprehensive overview and opinion.

The IBA Score percentage is a single coefficient based out of a possible 100%. We develop it through 
quantitative analysis of various financial and operational metrics, each of which we give a weighting. Our 
ranking system places the operators into 10 tiers based on their IBA Score. A suffix added to the quantitative 
score represents our view of the respective operators’ lease management practices.

The table below highlights the IBA Score coefficients for five Japanese airlines that we covered in our rating 
universe, plus two non-Japanese carriers that adopt the same financial year (April-March) for comparative 
purposes. We expect ratings driven by the current fiscal year (21/22) to remain largely stable, with the greatest 
impact on ratings due to the pandemic, which is likely behind us. Recent years have seen ratings downgrades, 
with the initial impact of the pandemic in late 2019/early 2020 on travel demand clearly visible in our FY 19/20 
ratings. This is not exclusive to Japan, as the rating coefficients for IndiGo and SIA both faced initial drops in  
FY 19/20.

FY Air Do ANA JAL Skymark Starflyer IndiGo SIA
FY 18/19 70.2% 85.0% 90.4% 68.9% 64.8% 71.0% 91.7%
FY 19/20 67.6% 78.5% 87.1% 65.3% 63.2% 67.4% 85.3%
FY 20/21 48.1% 63.0% 67.1% 57.0% 55.4% 52.1% 72.3%

Source: IBA Operator Score Index
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Source: IBA InsightIQ, 

737-800 

Boeing’s 737-800 has proven to be the most popular asset among the Japanese lessor/financier community, with 30+ entities 
featuring exposure to the aircraft model. The -800 model is by far the most popular of the 737NG family, with over 5,000 examples 
currently in service across more than 290 operators worldwide. The 737 MAX grounding offered another lease of life to the 737-
800, with a number of operators scheduled to take MAX aircraft during the grounding period seeking out 737-800s for lease. The 
deep, active leasing market (more than half of the -800 fleet is leased) has supported the marketability of the 737-800. However, 
with the MAX returning to service globally, and an estimated 200+ annual lease ends per annum through 2026, we expect a degree 
of softness to creep in to the market. This softness may push owners to seek alternate options in order to elongate the asset’s useful 
economic life, with Passenger to Freighter (P2F) conversion a distinct possibility. A conversion programme can maintain values over 
a longer period as the demand is supported for feedstock and for parts and engines to support the freighter fleet. The 737-800 is 
naturally positioned to replace ageing 737 Classic freighters. 

A320-200 

The A320-200 lags only slightly behind the rival 737-800 in terms of leased units owned by Japanese entities, holding a 19% share 
relative to the 737-800’s 20% share. The Airbus model benefits from a slightly wider geographical and operator distribution than the 
737-800, with around 4,200 aircraft in-service with 350 operators. Growing deliveries of A320 NEO family aircraft (already surpassed 
1,300) led to the A320-200 suffering relatively higher rates of storage compared to the 737-800, as operators chose to fly their most 
efficient assets during the weak demand period. IBA maintains a cautious outlook on the A320-200 in terms of value opinion, 
particularly on older examples. Should Airbus manage to achieve ‘rate 75’ then we would expect the number of A320-200s available 
on the secondary market to increase considerably as we move through the mid-2020s, placing pressure on values and lease rates. 
While there is scope for A320-200s to undergo P2F conversion, the model lags far behind the larger A321-200 when it comes to P2F 
appetite. 

A321-200 

Over 10 Japanese entities feature exposure to the A321-200, led primarily by lessors BBAM (active in the JOL/JOLCO market) and 
FPG Amentum. The aircraft - which seats 200 passengers in a single-class LOPA – is featured heavily in the U.S. and Chinese airline 
markets where it is popular on domestic routes thanks to attractive unit economics. While the type is now out of production, with 
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737-800 

Boeing’s 737-800 has proven to be the most popular asset among the Japanese lessor/financier community, with 30+ entities 
featuring exposure to the aircraft model. The -800 model is by far the most popular of the 737NG family, with over 5,000 examples 
currently in service across more than 290 operators worldwide. The 737 MAX grounding offered another lease of life to the 737-
800, with a number of operators scheduled to take MAX aircraft during the grounding period seeking out 737-800s for lease. The 
deep, active leasing market (more than half of the -800 fleet is leased) has supported the marketability of the 737-800. However, 
with the MAX returning to service globally, and an estimated 200+ annual lease ends per annum through 2026, we expect a degree 
of softness to creep in to the market. This softness may push owners to seek alternate options in order to elongate the asset’s useful 
economic life, with Passenger to Freighter (P2F) conversion a distinct possibility. A conversion programme can maintain values over 
a longer period as the demand is supported for feedstock and for parts and engines to support the freighter fleet. The 737-800 is 
naturally positioned to replace ageing 737 Classic freighters. 

A320-200 

The A320-200 lags only slightly behind the rival 737-800 in terms of leased units owned by Japanese entities, holding a 19% share 
relative to the 737-800’s 20% share. The Airbus model benefits from a slightly wider geographical and operator distribution than the 
737-800, with around 4,200 aircraft in-service with 350 operators. Growing deliveries of A320 NEO family aircraft (already surpassed 
1,300) led to the A320-200 suffering relatively higher rates of storage compared to the 737-800, as operators chose to fly their most 
efficient assets during the weak demand period. IBA maintains a cautious outlook on the A320-200 in terms of value opinion, 
particularly on older examples. Should Airbus manage to achieve ‘rate 75’ then we would expect the number of A320-200s available 
on the secondary market to increase considerably as we move through the mid-2020s, placing pressure on values and lease rates. 
While there is scope for A320-200s to undergo P2F conversion, the model lags far behind the larger A321-200 when it comes to P2F 
appetite. 

A321-200 

Over 10 Japanese entities feature exposure to the A321-200, led primarily by lessors BBAM (active in the JOL/JOLCO market) and 
FPG Amentum. The aircraft - which seats 200 passengers in a single-class LOPA – is featured heavily in the U.S. and Chinese airline 
markets where it is popular on domestic routes thanks to attractive unit economics. While the type is now out of production, with 
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737-800 
Boeing’s 737-800 has proven to be the most popular asset among the Japanese lessor/financier community, 
with 30+ entities featuring exposure to the aircraft model. The -800 model is by far the most popular of the 
737NG family, with over 5,000 examples currently in service across more than 290 operators worldwide. The 
737 MAX grounding offered another lease of life to the 737-800, with a number of operators scheduled to take 
MAX aircraft during the grounding period seeking out 737-800s for lease. The deep, active leasing market 
(more than half of the -800 fleet is leased) has supported the marketability of the 737-800. However, with 
the MAX returning to service globally, and an estimated 200+ annual lease ends per annum through 2026, we 
expect a degree of softness to creep in to the market. This softness may push owners to seek alternate options 
in order to elongate the asset’s useful economic life, with Passenger to Freighter (P2F) conversion a distinct 
possibility. A conversion programme can maintain values over a longer period as the demand is supported 
for feedstock and for parts and engines to support the freighter fleet. The 737-800 is naturally positioned to 
replace ageing 737 Classic freighters.

A320-200 
The A320-200 lags only slightly behind the rival 737-800 in terms of leased units owned by Japanese entities, 
holding a 19% share relative to the 737-800’s 20% share. The Airbus model benefits from a slightly wider 
geographical and operator distribution than the 737-800, with around 4,200 aircraft in-service with 350 
operators. Growing deliveries of A320 NEO family aircraft (already surpassed 1,300) led to the A320-200 
suffering relatively higher rates of storage compared to the 737-800, as operators chose to fly their most 
efficient assets during the weak demand period. IBA maintains a cautious outlook on the A320-200 in terms of 
value opinion, particularly on older examples. Should Airbus manage to achieve ‘rate 75’ then we would expect 
the number of A320-200s available on the secondary market to increase considerably as we move through 
the mid-2020s, placing pressure on values and lease rates. While there is scope for A320-200s to undergo P2F 
conversion, the model lags far behind the larger A321-200 when it comes to P2F appetite.

A321-200 
Over 10 Japanese entities feature exposure to the A321-200, led primarily by lessors BBAM (active in the 
JOL/JOLCO market) and FPG Amentum. The aircraft - which seats 200 passengers in a single-class LOPA – is 
featured heavily in the U.S. and Chinese airline markets where it is popular on domestic routes thanks to 
attractive unit economics. While the type is now out of production, with final deliveries to Delta Air Lines in 
2021, the COVID-19 pandemic has to some extent opened up an additional avenue for value and lease rate 
support. The P2F programme for the A321 has taken off over the last 18 months, with a number of carriers 
agreeing deals to convert their aircraft and operate for the likes of DHL post-conversion. The popularity of this 
P2F programme has led to such demand that conversion lines in many cases are booked up a number of years 
through to the middle of the decade. Additionally, A321-200 values and lease rates are likely to be supported in 
the short term by the slightly slower replacement rate relative to the A320-200.

A320-200N 
The A320-200N examples owned by Japanese entities feature a slightly wider operator base than is typical, 
with LCC entities such as AirAsia and IndiGo added to the mix. Aside from BBAM, we note Mitsubishi UFJ Lease 
& Finance, JP Lease and Aircraft Lease and Management manage multiple assets. The A320-200N has proved 
popular throughout the pandemic, with airlines preferring to place older CEO assets into storage rather than 
the newer, more efficient, NEO variants. While Airbus’ plans for ‘rate 75’ have been met with pockets of concern 
among those keen to preserve residual values, IBA maintains a positive outlook for the type moving forward.

continues overleaf
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777-300ER
Over 40 leased Boeing 777-300ERs are owned by Japanese entities, with BBAM holding over half of this 
exposure. There are over 800 777-300ERs in operation with 60 entities, with a slight concentration among 
airlines such as Emirates, Cathay Pacific and Qatar Airways which operate roughly one quarter of the global 
fleet. While the aircraft may benefit slightly from the uncertain entry into service timeframe of the new 777X 
programme, the aircraft is generally perceived as being slightly too large for the current and near-term market 
conditions. Several operators have signalled their intention to retire large portions of their 777-300ER fleet (in 
some cases all), a number of which feature aircraft under 10 years old. There is a 777-300ERSF P2F conversion 
programme being run by Bedek in Israel. IBA has adjusted 777-300ER values and lease rates to the downside 
throughout the pandemic and we maintain a cautious outlook, driven by poor secondary market performance 
and the lagging recovery of wider international long-haul travel.

A321-200NX
The A321-200NX has proven popular since EIS in 2017 and has featured in a number of deals involving 
Japanese investors and top-tier airlines. Wizz Air and American Airlines feature prominently in Japanese 
portfolios, with these two credits also among the largest operators of the type globally. So far, around 370 
assets have been delivered to around 50 airlines, with these numbers continuing to grow. IBA has seen strong 
pricing in the sale leaseback market for A321-200NX assets, driven by the type’s popularity among the lessor 
community. The sale leaseback market will continue to be strong for the type, with the 1,000+ unit orderbook 
heavily featuring low-cost carriers which tend to favour leasing their aircraft and monetising their orderbook. 
We expect the A321-200NX to be in high demand moving forward due to the type’s operational versatility, 
most recently seen with JetBlue’s transatlantic sectors to London.

787-9
BBAM, Orix Aviation and FPG Amentum all hold multi-asset exposure to the 787-9, with leases featuring 
top-tier credits such as British Airways, Etihad Airways and American Airlines. While orders over the last 
year or two have slowed considerably as airlines look to ease near term CapEx requirements, the orderbook 
still consist of 330+ 787-9s. The aircraft has a slight skew towards the APAC region both in terms of number 
of aircraft and number of operators. IBA maintains a positive outlook on the 787-9, with retirements of older 
widebodies increasing during the pandemic and growing sustainability pressure placing greater emphasis on 
improving efficiency on long-haul routes. While Boeing has struggled wit ha string of manufacturing defects 
among its suppliers in recent times, we expect the model to go from strength to strength once these issues are 
ironed out and operators shift towards the latest generation widebody technology.

A350-900
The A350-900 is similar to the 787-9 in terms of credit exposure, with top-tier airlines tapping the Japanese 
structured lease market to fund deliveries. A350-900 exposure is concentrated among JP Lease, BBAM, Tokyo 
Century and Fuyo General Lease. More than half of all A350-900s are operated in the APAC market, with 
Singapore Airlines, Cathay Pacific, Air China, China Southern and China Eastern all operating the type. A350-
900s have proven their usefulness throughout the pandemic, with operators employing the type on dedicated 
cargo services. In certain cases, assets were converted to full ‘preighter’ configuration by removing the seats 
and adding a steel floor to allow for greater cargo capacity. Longer term, IBA expects the A350-900 to benefit 
from the shift away from the larger and older widebodies, leaving the A350 well positioned moving forward.
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Japanese aviation and the environment
Using IBA’s powerful new Carbon Emissions Calculator – which leverages IBA InsightIQ’s Fleet and 
Flights data – we estimate around 16.7 million tonnes of CO2 emitted by flights originating in Japan 
in 2020, a decrease of 46% YoY. In absolute terms, ANA and JAL are the greatest contributors to 
CO2 emissions by Japanese airlines, with the two carriers (not including subsidiaries) accounted for 
85% of CO2 emissions attributable to the top 10 largest Japanese airlines in 2019. We estimate ANA’s 
operations emitted around 31.5 million tonnes of CO2 in 2019, with JAL emitting circa 25.1 million 
tonnes. The charts below offer an overview of the total CO2 output from flights originating in Japan in 
recent years, plus the top ten Japanese commercial airlines’ (as measured by 2019 flight volumes) CO2 
emissions split between domestic and international operations.

continues overleaf
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The A350-900 is similar to the 787-9 in terms of credit exposure, with top-tier airlines tapping the Japanese structured lease market 
to fund deliveries. A350-900 exposure is concentrated among JP Lease, BBAM, Tokyo Century and Fuyo General Lease. More than 
half of all A350-900s are operated in the APAC market, with Singapore Airlines, Cathay Pacific, Air China, China Southern and China 
Eastern all operating the type. A350-900s have proven their usefulness throughout the pandemic, with operators employing the 
type on dedicated cargo services. In certain cases, assets were converted to full ‘preighter’ configuration by removing the seats and 
adding a steel floor to allow for greater cargo capacity. Longer term, IBA expects the A350-900 to benefit from the shift away from 
the larger and older widebodies, leaving the A350 well positioned moving forward. 
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Next generation narrowbody aircraft have so far had relatively little penetration in the Japanese domestic market, with the absolute 
number of Airbus A320neo/Boeing 737 MAX aircraft still just 17% of the Airbus A320ceo/Boeing 737NG fleet’s size. The charts below 
highlight the slight unit emission advantage the A320-200 has over the 737-800 on domestic Japanese flights, with the A320-200 
emitting 3-4% less grams of CO2 per seat per KM. This is driven primarily by LOPA, with the greater average seating capacity on 
Japanese airlines’ A320-200s relative to their 737-800s offsetting slightly higher trip emissions for the A320-200. The data 
additionally indicates the superior emission performance of the Boeing 787-8 on domestic sectors during 2021 YTD relative to the 
Boeing 767-300ER in 2019.  

It is important to consider the sectors each respective asset is employed on. In 2019, a far greater share of Airbus A321neo 
operations were short sub-926km sectors relative to the Boeing 737-800 and A320-200, which partially offsets some of the efficiency 
benefits due to the additional weight. The unit emission benefits of the A321neo have become increasingly clear in 2021, with the 
aircraft being used increasingly on the >926km routes, which has contributed to a 10-15% unit emission advantage for the A321neo 
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Next generation narrowbody aircraft have so far had relatively little penetration in the Japanese 
domestic market, with the absolute number of Airbus A320neo/Boeing 737 MAX aircraft still just 17% 
of the Airbus A320ceo/Boeing 737NG fleet’s size. The charts below highlight the slight unit emission 
advantage the A320-200 has over the 737-800 on domestic Japanese flights, with the A320-200 
emitting 3-4% less grams of CO2 per seat per KM. This is driven primarily by LOPA, with the greater 
average seating capacity on Japanese airlines’ A320-200s relative to their 737-800s offsetting 
slightly higher trip emissions for the A320-200. The data additionally indicates the superior emission 
performance of the Boeing 787-8 on domestic sectors during 2021 YTD relative to the Boeing 767-
300ER in 2019. 

It is important to consider the sectors each respective asset is employed on. In 2019, a far greater 
share of Airbus A321neo operations were short sub-926km sectors relative to the Boeing 737-800 and 
A320-200, which partially offsets some of the efficiency benefits due to the additional weight. The unit 
emission benefits of the A321neo have become increasingly clear in 2021, with the aircraft being used 
increasingly on the >926km routes, which has contributed to a 10-15% unit emission advantage for the 
A321neo versus the A320ceo and 737-800. An additional factor to consider when looking at previous-
generation technology and next-gen technology is the seating capacity, as the average LOPA of 737-
800s and A320-200s in Japan is 170 seats.  

CO2 Output by Flight Origin – Japan 2019 – Domestic ‘v’ International Emissions

Source: IBA InsightIQ. Note: airlines ranked by flight volumes
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Developments in the Financing and Leasing Sector
The two financing structures perhaps most associated with the Japanese funding market - the Japanese 
Operating Lease with Call Option (or JOLCO) and Japanese Operating Lease (JOL) - have bounced back in recent 
quarters on the aviation side, as equity participants and lenders recalibrate their risk appetite to reintegrate 
aviation exposure in addition to the burgeoning ocean shipping container market which has attracted plenty of 
Japanese tax equity throughout the pandemic. One example of this is Financial Products Group, whose equity placed 
in aircraft deals during Q4 2020 decreased 22% YoY but increased 1,100% in the maritime container segment.

On the investor side, we note a continued preference for stronger ‘first-tier’ airline credit exposure and newer 
OEM offerings such as the Airbus A220, A320neo, A350, Boeing 737 MAX and 787. Investor appetite for weaker 
credits may have receded slightly as a result of the various restructurings we have seen during the pandemic, 
however deal economics are close to pre-Covid levels for the top tier assets and credits. Airlines that have tapped 
the Japanese tax leasing market as part of their fundraising throughout the pandemic include the likes of Delta, 
Air France, British Airways, Lufthansa and recently Cathay Pacific, to name just a few. One aspect of the JOLCO/
JOL market we are following closely is the potential emergence of the A220 series as an entry point for tax 
investors with less extensive experience in the aviation sector, as the smaller deal size (on a unit basis) may prove 
attractive and perhaps easier to place for arrangers in the short to medium-term as wider appetite recovers.

While there has been no M&A activity of note in the Japanese lessor space in 2021, two large deals closed 
around the time of the onset of the Covid-19 pandemic in Q4 ’19 and Q1 ’20 (calendar quarter, not fiscal). Tokyo 
Century Corporation finalised its purchase of Aviation Capital Group in December 2019, the Japanese firm 
having been a shareholder since 2017. The deal was undertaken with a view to leveraging Tokyo Century’s 
various aviation interests in order to maximise synergies, as Tokyo Century holds stakes in GA Telesis, Jetstar 
Japan and Gateway Engine Leasing. In March 2020, Mizuho Leasing and Marubeni completed the acquisition of 
U.S.-based Aircastle Investment, following a sustained period of shareholding and cooperation.

continues overleaf
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versus the A320ceo and 737-800. An additional factor to consider when looking at previous-generation technology and next-gen 
technology is the seating capacity, as the average LOPA of 737-800s and A320-200s in Japan is 170 seats. This compares to the still 
limited fleet of A320neo aircraft which have 146 seats in the case of ANA’s 11 examples and 188 seats on each of Peach’s six assets. 
We expect the unit emission benefits to become clearer moving forward as the NEO fleet share increases and up gauging continues 
(e.g. Jetstar Japan’s A321neoLR with 232 seats). 

  

Source: IBA InsightIQ, note: black shading indicates new technology aircraft.  
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This compares to the still limited fleet of A320neo aircraft which have 146 seats in the case of ANA’s 11 
examples and 188 seats on each of Peach’s six assets. We expect the unit emission benefits to become 
clearer moving forward as the NEO fleet share increases and up gauging continues (e.g. Jetstar Japan’s 
A321neoLR with 232 seats).
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Concluding comments
To conclude, we believe the Japanese aviation sector is well positioned for the future. On the airline side, ANA 
and JAL have used the pandemic to remodel their businesses in order to better align with the ‘post-pandemic’ 
demand environment, with a greater emphasis on LC offerings to capture a market that will likely be more 
heavily weighted towards VFR and leisure demand than before. Cash burn will likely remain in negative 
territory throughout the winter period, however there is hope that calendar Q2 onwards will bring a return to 
profitable operations with a more comprehensive return of passenger demand.

On the asset and financing side, Japanese investors’ appetite for liquid assets attached with good quality 
credits will stand the community in good stead as airline restructurings fade and cash collection rates continue 
to recover. While there may be challenges when it comes to certain previous generation assets and their 
marketability as we move forward through the decade, investment in new generation technology such as the 
Airbus A320neo family of assets, the Boeing 737 MAX and Airbus A220 should outweigh this.

Net zero emissions by 2050 remains the focus for ANA and JAL, who have used the pandemic to retire older 
assets and build future fleet plans around highly efficient aircraft such as the 787, A350 and A320neo families 
of aircraft. Thus, we expect unit emissions to trend lower as more efficient aircarft6 are employed, with 
the added boost of LCCs such as Peach Aviation increasing their expected seating capacity on future NEO 
deliveries. Cooperation between ANA and JAL will be a boon for the sector, with the two groups agreeing in 
October 2021 to work together on sustainable aviation fuel (SAF) related issues.

IBA can help potential clients, including operators, lessors and investors interested in the ACMI market  
to make those informed decision for a full recovery. 

For more information, contact Finlay Grogan – Senior Aviation Analyst: finlay.grogan@iba.aero
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